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What is the Public / Publicity?

➛ a short history of the 
construction of power 
through communication



➛ 1588 „l‘opinion publique“ Michel de Montaigne
- persuasio publico / propagana fide
- volonté géneral, general opinion / public opinion



➛ 1712 „Öffentliche Meinung“ - Christian Thomasius
➛ 1750 „Opinion publique“ - Jean-Jacques Rousseau
➛ 1784 „Recht auf Publizität“ - Immanuel Kant 
➛ 1791 „Of Publicity“ - Jeremy Bentham



The concept of the NEWSPAPER is only 400 years old
➛ 1609 „Relation“ is agreed to be the first (weekly) 

newspaper published by Johan Carolus, Strasbourg,
➛ 18th century: rise of „Public Sphere“ (Jürgen Habermas)



➛ 1751 Encyclopèdie - Dictionnaire raisonné



Publicity & Public Sphere
➛ Books on books
➛ Papers,magazines 
➛ Newsmarket 
    (Telegraph)



19th Century industrialized COMMUNICATION
➛ Compositors on the „Linotype“ 1886 - with the 

industrialization of print circulation of newspapers in the 
US increased tenfold from 3 to 33 Mio/day



Implications of media technology

➛ Quantity: increased publishing 
➛ Quality: new forms of „communication“

+ demographic explosion leads to a new 
way of thinking how men assemble and 
to new kind of research: what are the 
social ties? 



The Social, Sociology
Ferdinand Tönnies
1887 Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft 
  = Community > society: new type of bonding
1922 Kritik der öffentlichen Meinung 
  = Religion > Public Opinion: „new priests“ needed 



The Larger Mind
Charles H. Cooley
1894 The Theory of Transportation
1909 Social Organisation. A study of the Larger Mind
➛ redefinition of time & space, redefinition of the „self“, 
introducing „communication“ as a sociological term



„Communication“
By Communication is here meant the mechanism 
through which human relations exist and develop – 
all the symbols of the mind, together with the means 
of conveying them through space and preserving them in 
time. 

It includes the expression of the face, attitude and gesture, 
the tones of the voice, words, writing, printing, railways, 
telegraphs, telephones, and whatever else may be the 
latest achievement in the conquest of space and time. 

 (Charles H. Cooley)



„Larger Mind“, or crowd psychology - 
a critical account (the mob, the masses)
➛ Gustave Le Bon: Psychologie des foules (1895)
 – uncritical, affirmative behavior of the crowd 
 – regression of reasonable thought
 – psychological manipulation: 
    „a collective, though transitory mind is formed“



„Engineering consent“: 
 the invention of public 
relations and their 

  „spin“ doctors.



Walter Lippman: Public Opinion, 1922
Edward Bernays: Crystallizing Public Opinion, 1923
Harold D. Lasswell: Propaganda Techniques in the World 

War, 1927
Edward Bernays: Propaganda, 1928
Edward Bernays: Engineering of Consent, 1947



Public Opinion, 1922
Walter Lippmann
➛ redefinition of reality: the public is a pseudo environment 
(secondary world) in which we react according to stereotypes 
(pictures we wear in our heads). 
➛ new kind of architects define the forms of relations 
              = GATEKEEPERS



„It is they who pull
the wires which control the public mind“ 
Edward Bernays: Propaganda, 1928
Public relations counselor



» Spin Doctors «
(social engineers)

➛ set up public relations
➛ define and modify objectives, strategies, campaigns



» Torches of freedom «  campaign
                    



» the mystery of the
   smoker‘s code «
                   

1917 Camel
1924 Marlborough: „mild as may“



   » you are what you smoke «
               



 
               



» America‘s beverage
   of moderation «
                    

➛ products & lifestyle



» American breakfast «
                    

➛ products & lifestyle



  

» Uncle Sigmund «
               



„The engineering of consent is the very 
essence of the democratic process, the 
freedom to persuade and suggest.“ 
         Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923)

➛ necessary scientific manipulation of public opinion 
to overcome chaos and conflict in society.

  
  (1954 - PBSUCCESS, overthrow of Guatemalan 

government in the interest of United Fruits Co.)



appeal hidden emotions 
➛ negative (fear)
➛ positive (promise)



  

» Lord Kitchener wants you « 1914
(Alfred Leete)



  

» Uncle Sam « 1917
               



  

» Why are you not in the army? « 1919
               



  

» red army recruitment « 1920
               



  

» french Waffen-SS « 1944
               



  

» join the jewish regiment « 1917
               



  

» propaganda integralista « 1937
               



  „We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes 
formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we 
have never heard of. 

(...)
 In almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the 

sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct 
or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the 
relatively small number of persons who understand 
the mental processes and social patterns of the 
masses. It is they who pull the wires which control 
the public mind.“

Propaganda (1928)



Instead of logic & rationality
➛ appeal emotions
➛ use a stereotype
➛ create an image

TECHNIQUES:
 framing, human touch, testimonials, 
scientific experts, stars



Persuasive communication
➛ advertising (consumerism) 
➛ politics (propaganda)
➛ economy (marketing)
➛ religion (evangelizing)
➛ ecology (greenies)
➛ art (agitprop, futurism)



„You are not just one of the crowd!“
20th century ➛ the Promise of a SELF 




